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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The educators of today are no longer justified in

ottering excuses for doing any less than all they know
how to do t·or boys and girls with speeoh handicaps.

"They know that, for the children who need it, the schools
of America have little to offer that is more important
than speech correction." 1

It is now a known fact that tor

all the children, handicapped or not, there is little that
can be given to them that can enrich their lives more fully
than, clear, effective, pleasant speech.
The rapid growing acceptance of this point of view is
one of the most significant current trends in American
education.

The time is not far distant when doubtless

every elementary school teacher and administrator will be
expected to know something about speech defects.
"One or the major problems in the field ot special
education is the great dearth ot teachers of exceptional
children.

Several st tes he.ve established teacher-training

facilities, and some have set up certification requirements,
1.

Wendell Johnson and others, Speech Handicapped Children,
pp. 406-407.

2

but candidates have been scarce." 2

Oregon is an example

of a state which has made forward strides in the field
of study for exceptional children.

Oregon has a tentative

program for the issuance of four classes o

special cer-

tificates, one of ~hese being a special Speech and Hearing
Therapist certificate for those whose responsibility is
the development of speech reading techniques in hard-o hearing c~ildren or correction of speech defects.
Not much. has been done in Jasper County toward helping t e Negro children i
speech handicapped.

the elementary schools that are

The writer of this study was urged

to make a study of this condition and the problem that
is connected with it.

The ¥~iter was encouraged to make

further strides to re.rd investigating the problem because
of the fact that, more than half of the forty-eight states

of the United States now have·1aws recognizing the needs
of speech defective school children.

"Speech correction

teachers are employed in a very considerable number of
school systems, and rapidly growing demands for speech
correctionists far exceed the available supply." 3
Statement Of Problem
The writer of this study during her years of endeavors
2.
3.

Will Hayes, "Education and the Exceptional Child."
Educational Administration~ SU.per lsion, Vol. 35
( ov., 1949) pp. 401-12.
Ibid., p. 416.
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in the field of elementary education, has been deeply
interested in the elementary children

or

Jasper county.

Sile, too realizes that every Classroom teacher teaohes
speech.

As a speaker, she sets an example for her

pupils.

As a listener, when they are speaking, she makes

speaking tor them a rewarding adventure or a distressing
ordeal.

Wittingly or unwittingly she ravors certain stand-

ards of speech, voice and language.

Above all from the

speech oorreotion point or view, she creates an atmosphere,
whether or not she means to do so, in which the child with
a speech defect either is demoralized or helped not only
to improve his speeoh but also to live grace:f'u.lly with his
defects as long as they persist and grow as a normal person in spite of them.
The writer has also faced children in the classroom
with many kinds of speech defects, thererore, she has selected the rollowing prob1em for her research:
A Study of Speech Defects As Found Among Negro
Elementary School Children in Jasper County.

The writer

expects the study to reveal answers tG the following
questions:
l.

Where are the speech defective children to be
found in Jasper County and what is the number?

2.

What has been done to correct the speech detects ot the Negro children in the Elementary
Schools of Jasper County?

4

Purpose
The purpose of this study is two-fold:

First, to

encourage the elementary teachers to make forward strides
toward being prepared to help correct speech defects.
second, to stir ~he interest of teachers and school administrators to see to it that special teachers for speech
handicapped children and other handicapped children be
employed to serve the handicapped children in the elementary schools of Jasper County.
Scope
This study will be confined to the Negro children of
the Elementary Schools in Jasper County during the Scholastic year of 1949-50 and one special case during the
writer's

experience as a Primary teacher, serving the

Kirbyville Colored Elementary School before the scholastic year of 1949-50.
Definition of Terms
"Speech" as used in this work, may be defined as (1)
the faculty of uttering articulate sounds or words to express thoughts:

the power of speaking.

(2) communication

or expressions of thoughts in spoken words.

Speech is

meaningfuly communication by vocal sounds, from the larynx
to the lips and the nasal passages.
by

Speech is controlled

nerve centers located in the left side of the brain.

5

While speech is natural to the human race in that
all speak in some fashion or at least attempt to speak.
"Articulate speech is a social product and can be develop-

ea

in the individual only by training and social habitua-

tion.

Speech, then is an acquired skill that becomes

automatic or nearly so, in use." 4
Gardner says: "speech is t.he use or articulate
sounds, symbols tor communication." 5
"Defects" as used here means imperfections; ble.tnishes;
faults; want of something necessary tor completeness or
rather a deficiency.

In this study, "speech is considered

to be defective" when it is a handicap to the child or
individual.

·endell Johnson, 6 says:

"A straight forward

general answer to the question: What is a speech defect?
is that a child's speech is detective ¥lb.en most listeners
pay as much attention, or more, to how he speaks as to

what he says."

Speech may be considered a handicap when

it attracts unf'avorable attention or is not understandable.

"County" as used here means a political subdivision
of the state and is designated and referred to as such in
the laws.

"Jasper County" as used here means the subdivi-

4.

~~n

5.

Ibid., p. 23.

6.

Wendell Johnson, Speech Handicapped School Children.
p. 2.

H. Gardner,~ Theory of Speech~ Language. :E.•

6.

sion as defined above 1ooated in the south Eastern portion
of the state of Texas.
"Elementary Sohoo1s" as used here means the schoo1s
that serves the obildren from the beginners through the
eighth grades, whether connected to the secondary sohools
or existing separately.

Review of Previous Studies
As early as 1889 in Zurich England a school was con-

ducted for pupils having defeotive speech.
consisted of twenty-one pupils.
forest near the oity.

The

class

They met daily in a

The morning hours were spent in

doing language exercises, breathing lessons and etc.,
while the afternoon was given to games, tramps and other
forms of physical education.

Though the school lasted

tor only three weeks, several pupils were cured and all
were improved.
Since then, Zurich has conducted an al.l summer
school for stutters with a daily session of three hours.
In the summer of 1902 the school was attended by 194
children and at the close of the school 164 were entirely
cured and t he others; except two were improved.
In 1938, Miss Irene Dixon Cunningham made a study of

speech defects of three smaJ.l children who had speech
defects and after caret'ully administering certain remedies to each particular case was able to completely cure

7

a oase of "baby talk", one of stuttering, and one ot
tongue-tie.

"I

In 1937, Ora L. Singleton, made a study of speech

defects of the pupils in the first grade in her school.
She found that children having the most favorable preschool background had better speech habits and most defective speech habits were due to carelessness and
correct imitating of bad speech habits.

None of the

children that she studied was affected with serious
organic speech difficulties, except the stutter.

She

found further that the ohief defect of the vooabuJ.ary
was in the choice of words; the results of this study
are enoouraging. 8

James P. Ka.venaugh's thesis, "Sl>eech Re-Education

in Binghampton, New York Schools" for the masters of
arts degree in Education at New York University, August
1938, reveals the following findings and suggestions:
l.

Seventy per oent of speech habits are caused by

imitation, since sisters and brothers were found with
similar defects.
2.
7.

a.

Heredity may or may- not cause speech defeats.

Irene Dixon Cunningham, "Remedial. Measures 1n Three
Cases or Speech Improvements," Thesis, Bachelor ot
Soienoe Degree, Prairie View College, 1938.
Ora L. Singleton, "Speech Defects in the First <kade ot
Washington High School, Wichita Falls, Texas," Thesis
A. B. Prairie View state College, 1937.

8

3.

Speech defects are more :prevalent with small

children, the frequency being ~94 trom age 4 to 9, 321
from age 9 to 13, 283 from age 13 to 16, and 78 from age
1 'l to 20.

De~eotive speech is the cause ot retardation

4.

and general sooial and eoonomio instability.
5.

Stammering and stuttering are most prevalent

speeoh defects of the 15,636 children studied; 291 had
a

serious lisp; 334 had other types of defects and 230

had a voioe oondition.
6.

A school can, in its classroom and clinics

improve all conditions and "cure" at least sixty per
cent of speech defects.
He suggested that teachers should be required to
study speech before being allowed to teach in the elementary schools, that the responsibility of speech
correction rest with the schools and that a system of
clinics need augments a school wide attention to good
speech.

9

Elizabeth Ash Hawk, lO made a survey and critical
analysis of speech needs in the Elementary Schools of
Ohio City of fi:rteen thousand population with suggested
9.

10.

James P. Kave.nough, "Speech Re-Education in the Binghampton New York Schools," Thesis for Master's Degree,
New York University, 1938.
Elizabeth Ash Hawk, "A &lrvey And Critical Analysis of
Speech Needs in The Elementary Schools of an Ohio City
of Fifteen Thousand Population with a. Suggested Remedial
Program in Speech," 226 pp. Unpublished Doctor's
Dissertation, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
1945.
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remedial corrections in speech in 1945.

Mrs. Hawk's

study was begun by securing permission from the Ohio
City ~oard or ~ducation to conduct the special
corrective study.

After she had gotten her permis-

sion, she checked all procedures which had been made
elsewhere, as well as to review testing methods and
tests used as a part of their diagnostic program.
She also constructed three new articulation tests ror
use in the program.

In order to familiarize the civic

groups with the program and the speech handicapped
children's needs, talks were made by specialists who
gave evidence of speech deviations.

ans were made

for the proposed survey and every child enrolled in the
schools were studied from the kindergarten to the sixth
grade.
After testing and studying, arrangements were made
through the principals of the schools f'or dental, surgical and medical treatment and other treatment which the
child might require before remedial treatment was given.
1·his research showed that most parents are wi.1.ling

1

to cooperate in accepting the aid of outside agencies to
give remedial treatment and surgical aid to handicapped
children.

It also showed the causes of delayed speech

is not always low intelligence.

However, children of

low intelligence are generally retarded 1n speech and
must be taught carefully by means of specia~ technique
used by the teacher of sub-norm.al children.

10

It further showed that the clinic work is most
profitable when it is integrated ~vith the child ' s
actual life and classroom experiences .

Statistically,

the articulatory defects claim the majority of speech
disorder.
The aim of this study was primarily to develop
speech improvement as an intimate part of the child ' s
daily experience .

As a result of this study the writer

rea ched the following conclusions :
1.

It is possible for one full time trained
person to make a thorough survey of the
elementary schools of a community of
15,000 in one year.

2.

Although teachers may know very little
about the work when the program starts
and is introduced , it is possible to
win their full support and it is
necessary that you have their full
support .

3.

'l'eachers in training should receive
in-service training for corrective
speech procedures.

4.

'l'he speech correction program in the
clinic cannot accomplish maximum improvement values unless it is interwoven with the child ' s activity in
the class-room.

5.

It is imperative that a speech test be
used in a survey of this type or a
similar one, that is simple to administrate, pictorially attractive , diagnostically accurate, and remedially practical.

11

Ira

c.

Henry, 11 made a study of speech defects in

t he Weldon High School, Gladwater, Texas in 194?.

The

s primarily to encourage to do more

purpose of her study

in encouraging teachers to help improve defective speech
of children especially those in the elementary grades.
Her study was based upon two assumptions:

(1) Speech

defects do exist in the leldon High School.
defects can be remedied or greatly improved.

(2) 'l :hese
The follow-

ing questions were drawn from the above assumptions:

(1)
(2)

Is the speech practiced in Weldon up to par?

What remedial measures if any are best adapted to

the situation?
lisp?

(3)

Do

children stutter, stammer or

Is there evidence of tongue-tie or baby talk

among pupi~ in the Weldon School?
She found that many children in the

eldon School

were subject to defective articulation, tongue-tie, and
poor articulation due to imitation.

defects in speech.

She

found other

These dereots were traced to have

organic and inorganic origins.

She also gave remedial

measures practiced and specific procedures used to
correct the detects.

11.

Ira c. Henry .,A study of Speech Defects ln 'rhe
Weldon High School" p. 34 Unpublished Master's
thesis, Prairie View A. & M. College, Prairie View,
'rexas.
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CHAPl'ER II

Defective speech may be found in many different
types.

However, the writer chooses

to classify them

in a non-professional terminology as given by Dr. ~endell
Johnson.

Dr. Johnson, 1 classifies defective speech in

six different types:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Defective articulation
Defective voice
Retarded speech deve opment
Stuttering
Speech defect associated with cleft
palate and cerebral palsy.
Speech defects associated with impaired
hearing.

l'hese causes may be divided into two groups as re-

1

lated to cause of the defect.

These causes may be organic

or they may be inorganic.
Organic causes,--may be associated with defective
articulation, defective voice, cleft pal.ate, and cerebral
palsy, and defects associated with impaired hearing.
"organic speech defects or speech disorders are
caused by abnormalities or malformations in the structure
of the speech mechanism, such as dental irregularities,
l.

Wendell Johnson, et
Children, p. 4.

&•,

Speech Handica,l)ped School
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cleft palates, irregularities in the size and shape of
the tongue, or scar tissue. '12
Why some children fail to deveiop good speech at
the same age as their piaym.ates is not always easy to
explain. ·
Of the 1,509,000 school children in the state of
Texas, between 15,000 and 18,000 have speeoh defects
sufficiently serious as to need remedial speech training.

So

far, this problem has scarcely been touched,

for there are only a few speech therapists in the
public schools of 1exas who have met the requirements
for approval.

Thus the burden still lies in the hands

of the classroom teacher.
Speech may be considered defective when it attracts
unfavorable attention or is not understood or understandable.

It is not enough to know that certain

sounds are defective;

the teacher must discover whyo

She should study the symptoms of the speech disorder
in order to attempt to trace back to the cause, and if
possible, remove the cause.

Speech disorder may be

functional or it may be struotional.

'!'he former are

causes by the misuse of speech organs, such as in baby
talk, imitation, and stuttering .
2.

Organic speech dis-

Texas state Department of Education, Special Education For Exceptional Children. p. 85.

orders are caused by abnormalities or malformations in
the structure of the speech mechanism, such as dental
irregularities, cleft palates, irregularities in the size
and

the shape of the tongue or scar tissues.

When the

disorder is organic, remedial work by a surgeon should
precede special training.

When the disorder is inorganic,

the speech correctionist is the answer to the adjustment.
Whatever the cause or causes be, it is very much
necessary that these causes be remedied and corrected
in order that the child may successfully adjust itself
to a normal speech and live a successful normal life.

In some cases the causes are complex and varied.

In oth-

ers they are so obscure that one cannot always be sure
as to exactly which fUnctional factors have produced the
disorder.
'.J.'ht:1

yvtillgster who has difficulty in articulation

does not form and produce all of the speech sounds in
the usual accepted manner.

Hence, his speech tends to

call attention to itself and many even in severe cases
be quite difficult to understand.
"The speech error or misarticulation may ta.lee one
or more of several forms.

usually, however, all of

these errors may be conveniently grouped under one of
the following three classifications:

(1) substi tutiom ,

(2) omissions, · and (3) distortions. 113

3.

Ollie L. Backus, Speech!!!_ ~ducation.

p. 128.

lb

James l!'. Ourtis,4 explains the three disorders as
follows:
Substitution errors are very common in the
speech of small children. l'he small boy who
says, "I thwew a wock at the wabbit," illustrates a common error of substitution. He
is substituting thew sound for r. Dacky
can't catch me" for Jacky cantt catch me and
many other errors that could be mentioned are
used among the small children.
Like substitutions, omission errors occur
most among small children. And as is the
case with substitution errors, the child is
not necessarily consistent in the omitting
of certain sounds. Many times whole syllables
are omitted.
Distortion errors tend to be somewhat more
regular and consistent among the older children and the adults. ;i·he s, and the z sounds
are more often distorted than others.
"The most important known causes of poor articulation may be divided into three classes: {l) coLstitutional factors,

(2)

faulty learning, and (3)

emotional

maladjustment . 05
Among the less severe constitutional factors are
such dental abnormalities as badly spaced teeth.
Another dental abnormality is poor occlusion between
the upper and lower dental arches.

Any or the abnormal -

ities may cause considerable difficulty in articulation.
Although perhaps more common than any other, dental
irregularities are not the only defects in the structure
4.

5.

James :I!'. Curtis, "Speech handicapped School Children.
Ibid ., pp. 98-9?.
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or functioning of the speech mechanism which can contribute to articulation difficulties.

'!'he room of the

mouth , or hard palate , i s a~so important in this connection .

The ~ens ue must establish contact with it in

particular ways to 1·orm certain of the speech sounds in
the normal manner.

If the hard palate is badly formed,

especially if it is unusually high and very narrow, the
tongue may have difficulty in making these required
contacts in the normal way, and certain speech sounds
may be distorted as a consequence.
The tongue is perhaps the most important of all
the articulatory s'tructures.

It is quite obvious,

therefore that defects of structure or function which
interfere with its movements may result in misarticulations.

In very rare instances an individual's tongue

may be so large in relation to the dental arches that
it canno~ make the rapid, precise movements required
for good articulation.

'i'his is sometimes, the case

and in a few cases there may be poor muscular coordination .

The poor muscular coordination is sometimes, but

not always, the result of slight paralysis.

In such

cases the tongue cannot make the necessary movements
to the teeth, the gum ridge , and the hard and soft
palates which are essential to normal articulation.
.rhe individual may have difficulty in grooving the

1

.17

tongue so as to direct the air stream properly for the
s, sh, and similar consonants.
11

ihe condition knovm as

tongue-tie 11 is probably as common as was once thought,

but it does occur occasiona ly.

In this condition the

little web of tissue lying underneath the front part of
the tongue, which attaches the front of the tongue to
the floor of the mouth, is either too short or inserted
in the tongue too close to the tip.

As a consequence,

the movements of the front part of the tongue may be
too restricted for purposes of good articu.lation.
These are the most common, though not all, of the
types of mouth structure which may interfere with good
articulation that are less severe.
been known to cause difficulty.

w.outh injuries have

In general, almost any

very marked departure from the normal structure and
function of the ora~ mechanism may cause difficulty in
speech, aithough it will not necessarily do so.
Some of the more severe organic conditions which

result in speech disorders, are c~eft palate, cerebra~
palsy and impaired hearing •

.Any of these anatomical

abnormalities or defects may cause poor articulation
of speech.

nThe palate

6

is the roof of the mouth ,

separating the oral and nasal caviti es ."
6.

Ibid., p.

9?.

Cleft palate

18
is an anatomical abnormality of the mouth that defects
the normal conditions of this region.

~he frequency

with which these defects occur is put at various figures
by different authorities .

Apparently there is variation

in this respect be~ween different parts of the country.
"For an overail average it is estimated that 1 child out
of every 1800 is borne with a cleft palate or cleft lip

or both . "

?

Spencer

.r .

Brown says :

uleft pa.Late occur~as a result or disturb ance in development during early fetal life .
1\JO one knows why the disturbance occurs, and
there is no way of pr.edicting before the
baby is born whether or not he wil.L have a
cleft palate . ·.('here is certain.Ly no adeq_ua"te
proof tnat the mother's diet or health during pregnancy, or any physical or emotional
shock she may receive, has any slightest
re~ation to the occurance of cleft palate •
.tSut for what ever as ye1; unknown reasons ,
a disturbance in grorth occurs •
. hen ~he hUl!lan embryo begins its development in "the uterus, the various par~s of the
body are not recognizable . In the early
weeks of embryonic life the parts ~apidly
assume a rorm not too unlike the appearance
they will have at birth, though much growth
and changes continue throughout pregnancy.
At first the mouth and nose are one cavity,
and ~here is no upper lip . vver a period
01' several wee.ks the lips are formed by two
structures growing in from each side and
mee~ing at the mid~ine . in much the same way
the roof of tne mouth is formed. It cunsis~s of the bony hard pala~e in ~ne front
part of tne mouth and the soft palete ,
which is mainly muscles , behind it . '1he
first evidence of ~he various parts or the
upper lip and the hard and soft palate appear

?.

b~encer ~ . ~rown, Speech .1:18.Ildicapped ~chool Children ,
pp . 282-3 .

19

about the sixth week of fetal life, and. by the
end of the thirteenth week the nose cavity is
separated from the mouth cavity by conpletely
for'nled hard and soft palates.
he.tever may
opera·ce to produce the di sturbence in growth of
the ~outh structures, it nust function before the end of the third J'lOnth of pregnancythe time when the fetal palc.te norr_._;_ally is

complete.
ulive

L. Backus,8 further explains that:

Cleft .Palo.te and cleft lip, knmm es h re
lip results froIL a failure of embr olopical
development. ~ormally, the tissue of the
palate grm•.r from the side to the center ruid
r11eet there, forning a ridge. If the tissue
stops growing befo:re they reach the center or
middle, tl1ere ,·.rill be a hole, or cleft in
the pelate. 1 :he tissues whicl . . forn the
upper lip likewise, grow toyard the center
and form in the same like manner.
,hen
they fail to meet you have an abnornality
in the lip.
1 here is a possibility of having
a double cleft.
mis is when both sides fail
to grow.
1

"",Vb.en one says that cleft palate is
velo~uent he merely describes its nature.

&.

cause of de-

ifuen one asks

11hat c£1uses the failure of development, the ansv,er at

present is that no one knO\,s. •• 9

-:I.1here

are a number of

theo ies about causations, but none have been proven
conclusively.

:Ct is important, however, to dispell cer-

tain misconceptions v1hich are prevalent among laymen and

·which inflicted much suffering upon patients and their
frunilies.

vne is that cleft pa~ te results fro~ inter -

marriage ar~ong cousins, another , that it is evidence of
8.
9.

uliver L. Bacus, Speech.:!::!!. Education. p . 129.
]'ranees P. Ganes and others, ":1h. t ·1 0 Do Jfor Cleft
Palate, ' Parent's .i:,.ag zine, March, l 942, p . 68.
1

1
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bad blood, and as they say, referring to inherited veneral
infections; still another that it is associated with
mental retardation, or as in general a disgrace to the
family.

Such tales are untrue.

Joseph M.

epman, 10

Director of the Speech Clinics at Children ts Memorial
Hospital, Chicago, illinois, says:
Such tales are untrue. Cleft palate babies
are apt to be born in families with no previous history of the deformity as they are in
families with such previous history; in
fami~ies who have a wealthy or intelligent
hereditary background, as well as those who
are not so healthy and intelligent. Its
presence is no disgrace, even though it may
be lamentable. ¥111le some research studies
have indicated that about twenty per cent
or the causes may have a hereditary background, there is no evidence that it is generally so. Parents of c~eft palate children
or a parent 01· a cleft palate child need have
no fear to have more children, nor do cleft
palate patients t hemse~ves need to abstain
from marriage and parenthood on that account.
One should know, especially the classroom teacher
t hat there are several types of cleft palates.
alone may be affected.
have a def'ect.

1 he

1 1

'l'he lip

lip and dental ridge may

'l'he lip, dental ridge, and palate may

all have a defect, or may have failed to join or just
the roof of the mouth, both in front where it is hard
and irmnovab~e, called the hard palate, may have the
defect.

Or ei~her of these alone may have suffered

and be cleft.
10.

'lhe purpose of the hard palate is to

Joseph M. Wepman, "What To Do :F'or Cleft Palate,"
Parent's Magazine, March l?, 1942. p. 28.
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separate nose and mouth cavaties.

It is fixed and

stable, made of bone, covered by a thin layer of tissue.
T-ne soft palate is attached to the back edge of the bard
palate.

It is made of muscles yissue.

Its purpose is

to rise upward and backv-rard to close off the nasal
passage from the throat so that the air si;ream used for
speech will come out of the mouth rather than out of the
nose .
une can readily see that the above abnormality
in any child would have serious or ill affect upon the
speech of the child.

Even if one had never seen or

heard a person with a cleft palate, it would not be hard
to predict thai; the speech of such an individual ,1ould
be

different from what is consider~d or referred to as

normal speech.

The knowledge that the open cleft prevents

any closing off of the nose from the mouth leads one to
expect that the voice quality would be quite nasal, as
indeed it almost always is .

~he quality rareiy has the

penetrating nasal "twangn which some hillbilly singers
like to affect.

Rather, i~ has little penetrating

quality and usual~y does not carry at all well, but
there is a good deal of nasality on almost every word.
ln non-technical language this quality might be
characterized as "snorting."
What makes the cleft pa~ate speaker difficult to
understand is not primarily his voice quality , poor as
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it may be , but rather the numerous defects i n articulat ions produced by tne c~eft.
If the speech or the cleft palate child is t o be
improved, some method for closing the opening between
the nose and tne mouth must be found .

It is true that

there are some per sons with cleft palates who, with no
special treatment, have attained practically normal
speech.

'l'hey are to be congratulated and admired, but

they are so rare that it is almost useless to mention
them in this study.

In almost every case , in order to

eliminate the extreme nasality , and in order to permit
normal articulation of the sound , the defect in the
palate must be closed.

~here are two ways or methods

of doing this .
The surgical repair is a method that almost always makes possible to reduce the size of the anatomi cal defect by br inging in tissues from the two sides
of tne cleft to fill in the gap.

Uften the surgeon

can not only close the cleft completely but produce
a soft palate which can move almost as well as a normal one .
If tnere is a cleft lip, it is generally bes~ to
repair it as soon as possible , and the surgeon will
usually wish to operate on it during the first few
weeks of the babyrs life .

An. early operation permits
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the upper lip and jaw to grow in a more nearly normal
way.

1he time at which the child should be operated on

for cleft palate varies w1th the sur~eon .

Some think

it best at one and others think it is best to wait
until from two to rour years of age.

l!.Ven the most

skillt'ul oral surgeon cannot give every case a normal
functioning palate .

No operation can make the palate

exactly like a "normal" palate.

~ormally there is a

bone between the nasal cavity and the oral cavity in the
hard palate .

If the cleft extended through the hard

palate, the operation will not create bone where it was
missing, however, it is often possible to repair the
palate in such a way that the made one serves its
function quite as well as the norm.al palate does.
In many cases surgical closures of the defect in
the palate is not possible .

After examination, the

surgeon may advise against oper ation .
l:'ros~hetic appl i ances a r e usen.

I n t hi s case,

l n all t hese c ases

or such cases as menti oned above, a special device
kno,vn as an abturator may be used to help f i ll in t he
opening in the palate .
not do this job.

ruany experienced dentists can-

Deni:;ists genere.ll.y re:fer their pa-

tients to an experienced prosthodontist.
After the correction has been me.de by the surgeon
the next step is to allow the child to be instructed by
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a speech correctionist .

A special case of cleft palate

has been studied by the v.rriter and will be found in
another c hapter.
It is a familiar statement that "one of the most
dangerous things a per son can do is to be born. "

One

can i gnore the philosophical implications or this
stateD1ent.

However , in the sense of the degree of ex-

posure to various haze.rds , it is tra6 ically true.

1-Ullong

the conditions caused, in parts at least , by birth injuries is cerebral palsy.
Spencer F . Brovm , 11 states:
One of the chief causes of cerebral palsy is
some sort of injury to the brain at birth. If
the mother 's labor is difficult and prolonged,
there may be a great deal of p ressure on the
baby's head . This pressure may cause some of
the blood vessels in the brain to burst, and
the hemorrhage which results may do much damage .
Dem.age is even more likely to occur when labor
is very short and the child is bory rapidly.
The sudden changes of pressure on the baby's
head may burst blood vessels . Premature
babies often have very fragile blood vessels
which may be broken easily.
Not all birth injuries result i n cerebral
palsy , and by no means all cerebral palsy is
caused by birth injuries . In some cases the
brain does not develop properly - some part is
missing or stunted before the baby is borne .
Someti mes the child is nornal until he has a
severe illness which affects part of the brain .
Thus a number of causes can produce c erebral
palsy.

-11.

One of the two largest groups of cerebral palsied
Spencer F. Brown , SJ2eech Handicapped School Child~ • pp . 294- 6 .

children is the spastic .

These children make jerk

movements of their arms or legs, or both, when attempting to vralk, eat , or write .

Some of their muscles are

abnormally tense , and any movement which uses t hese
muscles is inaccurate , sudden jerk, and unsteady.

In

some cases only one arm or leg is involved, and the child
may have comparatively little handicap .

In others all

four extremities are spastic , and t he neck, trunk and
other muscles may also be affected, so that the child
is unable to walk, talk, sit up, eat or perform any
other function for himself.
The swallov.ring muscles may be affected as they
often are, the child drools .

Since the swallowing

muscles are also important in speech , it is easy to see
why speech is often difficult , slow and indistinct.
fuoreover , the tongue may be affected , and the frequent
involvment of the chest muscles used in breathing also
makes the speech

labored and jerky.

The other of the two l ar gest groups of cerebral
palsied children is •the athetotic group .

This gr oup

makes almost continual involuntary writhing movements .
When the child tries to ~Tite or to use his arms or
lege or speech organs , the writhing or continuous uncontrolled movements of those parts are increased.
"It should be emphasized that all children with

rh• 1 .

a: Batt'ts ~1'brar7

Prairie View Un1•~ra1\s
••&1.~L• 11•~ • fe.1J1.•
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cerebral palsy experience much greater difficulty when
they are excited , fearful, embarrassed, or self-conscious.

They function with less trouble when they are
.
.
,12
happy, con f ident,
secure, and unhurried.'
1'he treatment for the speech defect of cerebral
palsy should be started with the medical treatment.

The

treatment of cerebral palsy is primarily a medical
problem, and a complex one.

For the most effective

treatment, the cooperation of a number of persons is
needed.
"The classroom teacher should bear in mind two
things,

First, the child who has cerebral palsy often

needs to have things made easy for him physi cally.
Second, relaxation is one of the child's .main problems.
Help him as much as possible to become comfortable and
relaxed at his desk."

13

Speech defects associated with impaired hearing
are revealed chiefly in certain distortions of articulation and voice.

'l'he hard of hearing child cannot hear

the speech, particularly with respect to the articulation of certain sounds.

Harvey .ll'letcher14 points out:

The hard of hearing child cannot always hear

his ovm voice sufficiently well. enough to know

that he is making particular errors or that he
is not controlling his vocal inflections normally . the degree to which speech is aff'ected
12.
13.

14.

Ibid ., p. 196.
tl.ldred • Berry, ·Ihe Defective speech. p. 400
Harvey Fletcher, bjie"ech And Hearing. p. 200.
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depends generally upon the degree to which
hearing is impaired. Approximately 3 per cent
of school children have educationally significant hearing losses, and another 3 per cent
at least have losses t hat call for proper
medic al attention and that may affect speech
in some cases.
ttearing aids are very benificial to the hard of
hearing child.

After using hearing aids many children

have shown much improvement in their speech and o~hers
have become normal in their speech.

However, some

have improved slowly and others have improved very
fast.
'I'he tongue-tie def'ect may be corrected by a surgical operation.
early as possible.

This correc'tion shoul d be done as

A speech correctionist is necessary

to bring the child up to a normal speech.
The abnorma~ities of the teeth may be adjusted by
the dentist, however, much time should be given to the
child by the speech therapist .
Inorganic causes,--of ten speech defects are
associated with defective articulation, stuttering,
retarded speech development, and defective voice.
"Most articulatory deviations seem to be traceable to
no other cause than a simple failure to learn the correct
pattern or speech." 15
Most articulatory defects in school children are
not due to organic causes.

15.

'l'hey may be thought of as

Mildred F. Berry and Jon Eisenson, "The Defective
Speech. p. 14.
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having resulted from faulty ~raining or faulty learning.

It is to be emphasized that the great majority of

these cases cannot be helped sufficiently, if at a.u.,
by

referring them to tne dentists or the physicians or

by giving ~hem tongue exercises.

~very child should

have adequate dental and medicai care, of course, but
that is a consideration quite apart from the main
specific need of" the children. under discussion, so far
as their speech is concerned.

·1·hey need speech correc-

tion experience in the scnools, tnere is fairly general
agreement tnat 2 to 3 per cent of school chi~dren have
serious articula~ory defects, another 2 to three percent

or

school children have less serious articu atory

detects which definitely require special a~tention, and
still 3 too per oent would profit considerably mild or
inconsequential ror most ordinary purposes.
wendell Johnson, 16 states that:

~Tom 5 to 10 per cent or school children have
articulatory defects. r.J..Zhis does not mean that
from go to 95 per cent have perfect speech from
an ar~iculatory point of view. Almost no one
articulal.es abso.Lutely perfectly; there is room
for improvement in the speech of any child or
adult. i t is simply that 5 ~o 10 per cent of
school chi.Ldren have speech that is defective in
a decidedly important sense, in view of current
speecn standards in school and society, in the
professions and indusvry.
Defective voice in most cases are inorganic.
16.

De-

Wendell Johnson, ~peeoh iiand1oapped School Children.
p.

159.
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fects of voice are mainly classified in terms or "the primary actributes of voice.
quality.

~hese a re pitch, loudness,and

?itch can be too hign, too low or monotonous .

l'h e voice may be too loud, too weak, or monotonous with
respect to loudness.

'1·he chi er quality defec"ts are

nasility, hoarseness, and breathiness.

The so-called

change of voice occasions some difficulty, of course
at roughly the junior high school level and beyond.
Many of the voice difficulties in children are associated with the comm.on cold, laryngitis , or enlarged
adenoids .
Some voice problems , like some articulatory
problems , are the results of poor habits .

Bad voice

habits are probably most often due to imitation of
poor speech models .

With respect to voice, as well as

articulation , one "play by ear", and one usually plays
the tunes that he has heard over and over.

The child

whose parents , or parent , speak wi th extremely nasal
voice quality is apt to develop the same fault through
imitation.

The girl whose mother's voice is typically

high-pitched and shrill may follow suit, and so on.
Every teacher should duly consi der that her voice is
also someti mes a model.
Among the most prolific of the c auses of voice
disorders are psychological disturbances or mal adjust-
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ments.

Psychological maladjustments may cover the

range from deep-rooted emotional disturbances to
shyness and timidity that seems to be a characteristic
of a considerable number of children.

It is a rather

common belief that vocal characteristics reveal personality traits.

~his belief is substantiated by a rather

large accumulation of clinical observation and some
systematic research investigation.
Unsuitable pitch level and poor breathing habits
also cause disorders of voice.

Much can be done to

correct defective voice due to inorganic causes but
the first step is to convince the individual that he
has a defect.
Among the more connnon factors which tend to make
for delayed speech development -are
ity;

(1) mental subnormal-

{2) illness and physical impairment, such as para-

lyzing conditions;

(3) lack of sufficient speech stimula-

tion, as in homes in which no one coos or babbles or
chatters to the baby, or in which the members of the
family talk very little among themselves;

(4) over-

solicitous parents who wait upon the baby's every coo
and gesture, so that he simply experiences no need of
speech; (5) other strict and repressive parents who
insist upon speech standards that are beyond the
child's capacity, or who punish the child tor the
things he says, or tor the way he says them - or for
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other reasons - to such an extent that the child finds
it almost impossible to gain any satisfaction from
speech;

(6)

intense shock, fright or shame , experience

over a sustained period or on one or more crucial occasions.

"By reasonable standards, roughly five out of

every thousand school children in the early grades show
retarded speech development as speech correctionists use
17
the term. n
If a child is brought up in such a way that he
has little contact with other children and with adults,
he may not progress beyond the babbling stage of speech
development.

He has little chance to try to communicate

anything to anyone else because he is alone.

·.rhis is

called isolation of the child.
Parental rejection is another cause of failure of
speech development.

Consciously or not, one or both

parents may dislike the child.

Possibly they did not

want a child, or this particular child may be one more
than they wished to have.

In any case and for whatever

reason or reasons the parents have a deep-seated disapproval o:r the child.

'l'his may express itself' often by

ignoring the child's needs and requirements.

As the

child begins to learn to talk his efforts receive no
attention at all.

17. Ibid.,

p.

:.en.stead of the excessive attention

264.
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that the overprotected child receives, the rejected
cl:'i.ld may get on.Ly cold disapproval, or even sneers

or cruel punishment of at least or best indifference.
b'tuttering is most commonly def'ined ,. in diction-

aries and in textbooks , as a disorder in the rhythm or
fluency of speech , 11anif'ested in reqeated sounds , or

phrases , or in ~rolonged sounds , pauses , blockages, or
ot'1er has instanoies.

Stuttering is de:rinitely an

inorganic speech defect · 1hich som.et '. es run in :fe.milies.

also, a psychoiogical maladjustment that occurs
18
1·.i. th the male sex mare than among tbA female being .
19
A. -erbert Kanter,
says :
i t is

Stuttering is a hesitative, repetitive
manner of talking, characterized by either
clonic or tonic spasms : thab is~ by alterna--cing convulsive and reJ.axi1'1C , or rigid ,
unrelaxing spasms . In the true sense of
the word it is not a di.sorder o:f speech ;
rather a JISy-chologicaJ maladjustment or addustration of obsessions and attendin inhilii tions .
·here are no organic imp i ment of the br in o speech mechanism.
Eugene Halm explains th t: the objective
tre tments for stuttering are (1) to re· 1 · ze
ti1e omot ional di1'f i cult i es I

i 2 J to re d Just

the si;utter,er to his environment and (3 J to
realize the s plioms called s,:;utterin .
18 .

•

12.hn, Stutterin
pc,

19.

...1ir .lificant

1.L1heories

:p . .L4.
d J.1le .::i't utterer '1' lks .

p . 5.
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II

After gathering the material used in this study,
and while analyzing the data collected, the writer
could appreciate G. W. Gray, when he compares walking
and speech.

Gray says:

Walking, then is a general human activity
that varies only within circumscribed limits
as we press from individual to individual.
Its variability is voluntary and purposeless.
b1)eech is a human activity that varies without assignable limits as we pass from social
group to social group, because it is a purely
historica~ heritage of the group. ~t varies
as all creative efforts varies, not as consciously, perhaps, but none the less as truly
as do the religion, the beliefs, the customs
and the arts of different peoples.
ialking
is organic, and instinctive function (not of
course, itself an instinct); Speech is a
1
non-instinctive, acquired, cultural function.
lhe writer can also appreciate the statement made
by

c.

an Riper ~here he says:

·. rhere is probably no human behavior so intricately and beautifully coordinated as
speech. One learns his speech skills early
in life; we have never watched them in
action; we use them constantly and habitually
as commwiioation tools rather than artistic
skills.
1.

2.

~• •

l¾ray, b~eech .ioundation, p. 86.
c. ~an rtiper, 1111·he Symptomatic Treatment of Stuttering", Proc.~- Speech Correction Ass., 1936,
110-121.
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The data used in this study were derived from (11
special cases studied as found in the Kirbyville Elementary School classroom in which the writer works, (2) Spe-

cial survey sheets filled out b y elementary teachers of
Jasper County, and {3) through other schools from contacts made ~vith the supervisor of Jasper County.
~ermission was secured from the County superintendent of Jasper County and the superintendents of the
Independent Districts of the county to contact the princ pals of the Elementary schools for Negroes in Jasper
County, and mailed survey sheets to the principals for
the study, to be given out to the Elementary teachers,
asking them to fill the sheets out and return them to
the writer of this study .

'J!he respondence received from

the survey sheets was collected and placed in the table
shown below:

TAJ:s,Ll; I

Survey Sheets

Number

Sent out

45

Returned
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Total Ele .
children
studied
a.

700

Cases of Defective
Speech .tt'ound
Stuttering
Impaired hearing
Cleft palate
Baby Talk
Tongue-tie
Imitation
Voice
Total

Number
15
5
5
20

10
22
5

82

The data that cou~d not be put in arabic numerals

were written out in this chapter.
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After the su vey shee~s had been collected, the
writer and the county Supervisor made personal visits
to

ll schools that survey sheets had been sent out to,

studying the speech defects of thee ementary school
ch11

en .

reasons :

'l'hese pe sonaJ.. visits
lJ tom

·ere

ade fo_ two

ea closer study of speech defects ,

(2) to co pare the su vey sheet method ·Ii.th the personal survey

evhod .

~he s~udy revealed that the survey sheet in some
cases gave mo e info

tion than could be gathere

those short personal visits •

by

.HD\/ever , the personal sur-

vey method on an average gave

o e infor ation .

lb.en

both methods h d been completed it was revealed by the
oorubination of the to that the eiementary teacher lacked
inte est in defective speech , and she did not understand

the causes of defective speech, nor did she have much
kno led eon the subject .

It

s also noticed tat

so e teachers seemed to have observed mo e defective
spoec _ in t e students , in their classes, than they
repo ted on the survey sheets .

vthe

teachers seem to

have not ced only the save e cases or organic defe cts .
he l)erson 1 survey also revea.J.ed th t t.he most

1

out~t

i

~~uec~

chil

en on

1'he

efective

t

COUJ.

erects

on

usper County ras
ri;icul tio

the elo ent
efective

wa

ti cul tion .

ue ~o t~e J.L.an.Y c uses

on

the

w y causes ,e e ,
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baby talk to their infants at the time they began
talking, and followed this practice as the child grew

older, when petting it.
'£he fifteen cases of stuttering were found all
in the male children except one female case.

Six of

the stuttering males were found to be bashful , four
were handicapped with some psychological case of fear
that had come upon them in their early childhood and
the other cases were unaccounted for.

unly two cases

of defective speech due to stuttering had been taken
care of by parents .

'l'hese two cases had been studied

by the writer es an e~ementary teacher .

One of these

cases wiJ.1 be discussed as a special case later on in
this study.
'l'here ·were ten cases of tongue- tie found am.ong the
elementary children of Jasper County.

However , there

was only one case that had been given surgical attention.
The study revealed that there were five children
that possessed speech defects associated with impaired
hearing.

Three out of' the five were very badly defected

because of impaired hearing.

One of the five that v.rere

subject to defective speech due to impaired hearing had
been given hearing aid and medical attention by his
parents .

All other cases ot defective speech asso-

ciated vdth impaired hearing had been totally neglected.
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The defective speech associated vrith impaired
hearing in some cases were voice defects, however ,
others were articulation .

Ther e were seventeen cases

of defective voice that wer e not associ ated with impaired hearing.

It was reported by some of the ele-

mentary teachers that many cases of voice defects had
been corrected by the home room teac her.
Special Cases Studied
The writer made a special study of seven cases
among the elementary children and estimated them as
outstanding.
case (a} was a case of left complete hare- lip and
cleft pal ate .

•1·he writer taught this pupil when she

first entered school and continued to encourage the
parent to provide surgical attention for the child. The
elementary teacher solicited the cooperation of the
family doctor and County Nurse in talking to the
parents of the child.

~uite a while passed , but before

t he child became sixteen years of age the parents gave
the family doctor permission to ask the University of
Texas Medical Branch, The John Sealy Hospital at Galveston , Texas to admit the child as a patient, for
surgical attention .

"She was admitted to the John Sealy

Hospital on October 3rd, 1939 at which time she was 16
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years of J:lge.

'!'he diagnosis vre.s given as left complete

hare-lip and cle:ft-palate."

3

On October 12, 1939, the hare-lip was repaired,
and on October 26, 1939 the anterior half o:f the palate
was repaired. She was dis~.issed :from the hospital on
November 13, 1939, improved.
"She was again re-admitted to the hospital on
..i!'ebruary 13, 1940, at which time the posterior half of
the palate was repaired February 29, 1940.

At the same

time , a keloid-like scar which had developed in the
line of the hare-lip was repaired and corrected by
plastic surgery or closure. 114
The student ·ra.s taken back into the elementary
school and given instruction by the elementary teacher .
Ho rnver, she was supplied with a direction that had
been issued to the parents from the university of Texas
l\edical Branch, on her care.
the teacher.

This was an assistance to

~he teacher proceeded to help the child

correct her speech.

'l'his patient learned to speak better

but she probably would have even excelled more so if she
had had the assistance of a speech correctionist .

How-

ever, it was amazing to see the bashfulness that had been
eradicated from the child and the improvement that she
made in her speech.
3.
4.

See Appendix A.
Ibid., Appendix A.
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b'pecial case (b) was a mal.e ,:;hat stuttered very

badly.

A special study o:r this boy 1 s early childhood

showed t.hat. t.nere were several male children in his
famil.y history that were subject to stuttering.

His

family history f'Urther showed that at the time he started
uttering words, his f'ather and mother separated •

.how-

ever, the boy seem.a d to be very fond of' his 1·ather.

When he woul.d attempt to speak of his father after their
separation, t.he grand parents would scold the ohild and
not allow him to speak about his father.
\/hen the child started ~o school the children

l.aughed at him when he tried to get words out. The
children were reprimanded by the teacher tor their failure to understand conditions.

'l'he handicapped child vJBs

complimented whenever he showed improvement and was given
a chance to reoi te often.

r.l.'he child at the last report of

this study showed lnuch .i mprovement.
uase

at birth.

(,c ) Was a female chiJ.d that wa.s tongue-tied

liOWever, the parents were ,encouraged by the

fe:mily doctor to give the child surgioal attention .

r1•be

parents gave the :fe.m1ly doc"tor permission to clip the
place underneath the tongue .

'l1his child seemed. to have

started talking late and her spee,o h was very much d•e,f 'eotive.

She did noti have sl)eech correction at home.

'When

she entered school at the age of six years., the teacher
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noticed the defective speech and started giving the child,
along with other children vn.th defective articulation,
tongue and other exercises of the speech organs.

It was

amazing to see the improvement in the childts speech.
however, sne was at the time of this report, tar from
what is considered normal speech.

Yet she was uttering

speech well enough to be very well understood.
Case {e) 5 was a very rare cas e of voice defect .
This case of def'ecti ve voice wa.s caused by glottic airway obstruction.

case "e" had suffered with this trouble

earlier "than three years of age.

~then the child was first

noticed by its mother to have a voice defect, she thought
it was a hoarseness due to a cold.

him to the family doctor.

i1he mother carried

·.roe doctor treatea. the child

and noticed that i"t was more than a common cold.

He

treated the child for a time and suggested to his parents
to carry him to a specialist.

'.l'he parents accepted the

suggesGion and made preparation to get him ready to go tor
an examination.

Through the assistance or the family

doctor, the child entered the dOhn Sealy hospital on
August 18, 1946, at the age of three . Upon entering the
hospital his parents gave the hospital the ra.mily history.
In reporting the history or the child's case to the hospital,
by

5.

both parents and family physician , attention was called

See Append~x B.
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•
to a respira~ory embarrassment, whioh had caused the
patient's voice to become gradually weaker.
When firs~ sent to the hospital he could hardly
breathe.

:i.·he child's voice had become very weax:, the

doctors performed a tracheotomy which was done by inse~ting a meta~ tube into his larynx or voice box, which
had become closed by tumors.

'l'hese particular tumors

are papillomata and tend to recur rapidly, usually until
the stage of puberty.
This little fellow became six years of age and entered school.

Much interest was given to this case and

a search was made about the historical background of
the family.

however, the family background did not shed

any light upon the case.

The family history revealed that

there was no voice defects of any kind very noticeable
in the family, nor was there a case or any kind similar
to this special case.
J.t is interesting to note that the boy is very
smart and likes to do things that the stout and healthy
boys do .
handicap.

He pays but little, if any, attention to his
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SOME l-'OSSIBLE SOLtJTl ONS '.L'U '1'.HE PHOBLEM

The concept of free public education for all children
who are capable or profiting from it makes no provisions
for exceptions, for, theoretical~y at least, there are none .
l!'ree public education means education suited to the needs of
the individual , otherwise the term is a misnomer .

One does

not try to educate the blind by giving him ordinary books to
read.

Neither does one expect a seriously-retarded or slow-

learning child to grasp things as quickly as a child with
higher aptitude.

·1•here is sti.l.l a .Long way to go, but it

is very well accepted that free public education is education for every i ndividual child according to his needs and
capacities.

'11he

problem of educating the handicapped child

because of its complexities means a rigid adherence to this
philosopby.
The schools in America are responsib.Le, for not only
the physical and mental healthy, but also those who need
additional assistance to enable them to become capable
citizens.

It is the task or the parent, physician, den-

tist, school administrator, social worker and a.Ll professional workers that work with human beings to afford the oppor-
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tunitie s necessary to the limits of their potentia.Lities.
This is the rig ht of all children and the right of society,
since whatever prorits children now, ultimately works to
the advantage of society as t hey grow into adulthood.
The problem of the elementary children in the Negro
schools of J a sper County with defective speech is a very
essential one.

This study reveals that there are speech

handicapped children in t he Negro Elementary schools of
Jasper County whose defects are sufficiently serious to
require remedial speech training.

l he

1 1

pos sible approach

to the solution of this problem may be worked out in
"Public Schoo.L Speech Correction Program. "

Since the

Negro Elementary schools in Jasper County have no speech
correctionist, and the possibility of securing the service ot a speech correctionist seems remote unless interest is aroused among parents, it is suggested that a
public school speech correction program be launched
i mmediately.
In order to get the program set up , careful organization must be taken into consideration.

rhis organizati on

1

might well start with the elementary school, because of
the fact that all children studied were enrolled in the
elementary school.

A program studied within a school

system is easier corrected when the correction program
is done according to procedures and arrangements which
the school system requires or make possible.

The per-
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mission should be secured from the County superintendent,
district superintendent and all other administrators concerned in order to set up the program in the county.
When the county administrators place their seal of
approval upon the possible movement, the next step will
be the organization of a steering coromi ttee .

Wherever

possible, the supervisor of instruction might serve as
general chairman in such a committee.
Along with the help of a few key principals, and
the investigator, the supervisor might contact each of
the fol~owing organizations, asking for a representative
to serve on the steering committee for "The Public
School Speech Correction Program. "
be contacted:

b.e organizations to

1

':.1.

·1·he Welfare Club, 'i1he Women's Ci vie Club 1

The Parent Teacher ' s Association, •rhe County Health unit,
11he Ndssionary Society, Doctors and Dentists Organizations.
the work of the steering committee would be that of
laying the frame work for a strong county- wide speech
correction progr am.

Each member of the connn.ittee would be

expected to sell the idea to the group of' which he serves
as representative .
With the assistance of an increasing number of interested person s , the work of educating the parents as the
importance of t he progr am and how it functions, should be
given most careful attention as a final procedure.

This may
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be done by appearance before the Parent · eacher 1 s Asso ciation end clubs of all races .
Since, "The Division of Speech Education in Texas
includes a state Supervisor of Speech ·Therapy who is
avaiLable at all times to any one requesting help in
setting up speech correction classes, in diagnosing
cases, and in demonstrating therapy,n 1 it is possible to
ask her to give a demonstration in a Parent Teacher's Asso ciation meeting or other club meetings demonstrating
speech therapy .

'l'he writer further suggests that the es -

tablishment of a speech correction program. be preceded by
letters to parents and newspaper pubJ.ici ty.

'.L'he "Kirby- .

vi.Lle tsanner" and nThe Jasper News Boy" are newspapers of
the county that are interested in publishing anything that
will build citizenship, therefore, these paper s will help
very readily .
It is further suggested that a speech therapist be
employed in Jasper County to serve in the Negro Elementary
schools.

Since there is a speech correction program in

Texas, and "the aim of the speech therapy program in
'l'exas is to f ind the speech defective children , to diagnose their problems, and to provide training that will
assist them in acquiring good speech," 2 the writer feels
1.

Texas State Department of Education , Special ~ducati on
11'or Exceptional Children, 1948. p . 85 .

2.

Ibid ., p . 85 .

4

that it is highly possible in the future to obtain the
service of a special speech correctionist in lasper Gounty.
rtowever, H. ~. Robinson says:
Of the 1, 50 9, 000 school children in 'l'exas,
bet,·veen 15,000 and 18 1 000 have speech defects
sufficiently serious as to need remedial
speech training. So far, this problem has
been scarcely touched, for there are only five
speech therapists in the public schools of
Texas who have met the requirements for final
approval. Thus the burden still lies in the
hands of the classroom teacher.3

·I'his task seems to be too great for the classroom
teacher, and it must not be lert entirely to the classroom teacher to solve such a problem alone.

rrb.e class-

room teacher should include in her in-service training
courses a course in defective speech in order that she
may help the students as much as possib~e until the program is under way.

No, she must not cease helping vrith

the speech handicapped children when a speech correction1st has been employed.

successful speech therapy depends

on the cooperation of severa~ people.
medical advice is needed.

m complex cases

The therapist needs informa-

tion from the parents, and the parents need to be helped
in understanding completely the problem o~ the child.
'!'he regular classroom teacher can either reinforce or
tear down all the speech correctionist can do.
3.

Loe., Cit.
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If cooperation from others is expected , it must be
borne in mind that neither t he doctor nor parents will
re veal facts o:r a con:t:'idential nature unless the speech
correctionist demonstrates that she can keep confidences .
Crabtree suggests the following in regard to plann ing for speech correction in the public scnoo~s of ~exas :
'l'he speech teacher will need conferences with
tne parents from time to time . 1:r personal
visits are possible, telephone calls help . ~1 though e very effort should be made to show that
the therapists is interested, she should make
it clear to the parents that the childts wel fare is primarily their responsibility • .i.:hey
are particularly at times responsible :ror
carrying out the reredial programs, particularly regarding the child's physical needs . iany
times speech proje cts require further practice
at home . AID.otiona~ adjustments require the
close cooperation of the far ly . .:>ince the
right attitude of the paren.ts is so important ,
care should be taken how the parent is
a:pproached. 4

It must be clearly understood that this problem is
one in which cooperation is an essential element that
must be considered in oder to make the program effect ive .

~tis also true that the child has more speaking

practice in the regular classroom than he can possibly
have during speecn lessons .

ust as the speech therap-

ist should not take parent 1 s responsi bi l i t y away from
t hem, neit her sn ould sne take t he classroom teac.i.ler · s
r esponsibility from her.

f t h e chi l d is afr a i d ot·
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his tee.cher his speech progress ,. · 11 be hampered.
cooperative classroom teacher \vill obzerve

11'.he

child ts

.

speech needs and continue working along a pl n s1ggested
by the therapist~

wii:;h the teacher.

egular conferences should be arranged

Along with this regul r training

programs tor the parents may be arranged to aid them in
making hor1e adjus ments and to instruct them in carrying
out a home training 1rogrrun.
The first essential step in developing a speech
correction program is finding students with speech
problems.

'J..'h.ree methods are used:

(l) the class visit-

ation method, (2) the referral method, and (3) the survey
method.
'1'he class visitation method is, as the name implies,
the procedure used by speech correctionists who prefer to
listen in upon the oral activities of an entire class, and

thus, locate those individuals who have speech prob ems .
The referral method is, when the clinician relies
upon "the reports of' classroom teachers , parents, the
school nurse and others to inform them of students with
speech prob.Lems .

·1·he survey method screens out or its

aim is to screen out quickly those students who have
difficulties .
1

he speech correction program, in order to function

at its highest level of effectiveness, requires the enlightenment and cooperation of all those in it .

The
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clinician helps to bring about those conditions by reporting findings, activities and recolllll'.lendations, when
the need arises , to ad.llL:i.nistrators, teachers, parents
and others interested in the program.
A schedule must be prepared for the correction
program.

,,hen the classroom teacher makes a schedule

for her own pupils the problem is simple, but when the
special teacher has a schedu~e for s~udents in different
classrooms there are several things to be considered.
~he number of details to be considered may be grouped
roughly as follows :

(lJ administrative arrangements,

(2) classroom conditions, (3) student needs.

tlecords should be kept.

tlecords are essential to

the success of a continuing program of speech correction.
Records are necessary because of {1) the profusion of information that should be assembled for each individual
who has a serious speech problem, (2) the rapid turn
over of teachers, (3) a somewhat mobile school population, (4) the fact that many speech difficulties require
a long period of training, and (5) the need to prepare
periodic reports for those concerned with administration
and supervision .
Both the speech correctionist and the classroom
teacher must necessarily work in close relationship or
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cooperation with the home .

This cooperation is ex-

tremely desirable for three reasons: (1) The teacher
needs to inform the parents about the program; (2) the
teacher needs to obtain information concerning the child ;
and (3) in most cases the teacher needs the parent 1 s
help in carrying out remedial procedures .
The correctionist, through publicity of conferences,
must see to 1-c that parents are inf'ormed concerning the
following points:
1.

The prevalence of speech defects.

2.

·.1.'heir efforts upon the child's proeress
and personality development .

3.

~he fact that many defects are not
outgrovm.

4.

~he possibility of correcting most types
of defects.

5.

'.J.1he need for rehabilitation at an early
age.

6.

'i:he idea tnat the presence of speech
derects is no disgrace e.nd that it is
not casually related to menta~ retardation.5

·.L'his suggested program is by no means an immediate
solution to the problem, but it is highly possible that
it will lead to a general solution to the problem if the
5.

Ollie Bacus , Speech in .C.:ducation, p . 96.
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teacher, dentist, social ,o

er 1 s, psychologist ' s ,

parent and speech oorrectionist should work coope atively
a.Long 'Ii lih line administrators of the educat onal ins-citu-

tions, each playing his p

tin the pro

am as his talent

enables him .

It could not be otner ·ise ; -che e1•::f'or'ts and

objective

one are the labors and ai s of ail .

o

ach

is dedicated to the task of teaching American youth and
each is determined tat in the program for educat · on for
al.L, the hanaicapped children must not be neither ignored

nor neg.teated.

/hen the handicapped chi dis negleclied ,

each kno a that he has faiied, first, in his duty to see
that every child is attuned as happily as possible to the

'lay of

ire as lived in this time , and second, in his

opportunity to increase the creative productive capacity

of individuals who can make a significant c ontribution to
the society in

hich they live .
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CHA.Pl'ER V

SillvJ;iA.t{Y AND CUNCLUSI ON

bummary
1.

Defective speech may be found as defective

articulation, defective voice, retarded speech development, stuttering, speech defects associated with cleftpalate, cerebral paisy, and speech defects associated
with impaired hearing.
2.

'! 'his study revealed cases of all types men-

tioned in the above statement were existing among the
Negro students in the ~lementary Schools of Jasper
County.

however , the largest number of cases of defect-

ive speech were found to be defective articulati on and
retarded speech development .
3.

~he Negro children of the Blementary Schools

of Jasper County surrered from imitation and psychological causes of speech defects more than any other organic
causes.
4.

Four~een out of every fifteen cases of stutter-

ing were found to be male children rather than females .
5.

With the numerous cases of speech defects due

to organic causes, three received surgical attention .
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6.

Speech correction among the ~egro ~lementary

Children of Jasper County has been neglected.
?•

'l'he .ig1ementary Teachers do the speech correction

in the Elementary Schools of Jasper County and they have
not made any special study or preparation in speech
correction.

a.

~.!!he special cases studied were one case of de-

fective voice due to organic causes, one case of cleft
palate, one case of stuttering and une case of tongue-tie .
1·he case of defective voice had surgical ati;enti.on and is

1

yet improving.

·i'he case of cleft palate has had surgica.L

attention and has been followed up by some training in
articulation which shows very much improvement bui; yet,
far from what is considered good speech.

l'he case of

1

tongue-tie has had surgical attention and the elementary
teacher is attempting to give help in correcting the
speech.

'fhe attempt shows to be affective .

'l'he case oi'

si;uti;ering has improved very much i;hrough the help of the
~lementary teacher and his parents.
9.

'l'his study reveals that fifty per cent of i;he

~lementary Teachers of Jasper County havntt any interest
in correcting the defective speech among the Negro Elementary children in the schools of Jasper County.
Conclusion
Defective speech does exist among the Elementary
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Negro Children in Jasper County.

l1hree per cent of the

1

Negro Children that attend i;he elementar y schools of
Jasper County are affected seriously by speech defects ,
and ten per cent of the children have speech that is
defective in a decidedly important sense, in view O:f'
current speech standards in school and sociei;y, and in
the professions and industry.
'i1he

l!;lementary Teachers have not made forward

strides toward being prepared to assist in speech correction among the children of the ~lementary Schools.

De-

fective speech among the :t!:lementary si;udents of ·.!.'he
~egro schools

or

Jasper County is due to both organic and

inorganic causes , hov.re-v er, the inorganic causes outs'trip
the organic causes .
The

employment of a speech correctionist would be

an asset to the improvement or · the speech among the Negro
children ot· J·asper County.

::,uch a person might provide

aid for 'the child , but turnish needed information tor
both parents and teachers .
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Instruction to parents of children who have be ~n operated upon for

1 ft palate.

Atter the cleft has been surgical. y closed, the child s. u1d be given certain
exercises to try and develop the proper speech,, Phonation is ne er normal
in cleft palate patientso
For perfect speech, it is necessary that the individual have the power
of closing off the nose from the mouth by the muscles of the pharymco In
sp5te of the best surgical repair, there is usua jly some lack of proper or
perfect closure of the n?so-pharynx. 'll!e child .must be taught to talk,and
the exercises of great value are as follows:
FIRST:

Practice s'1 1ld. be had of oral expiration, \hich means an effort to
the breath stream out of the mo h instead of through the nose o
SEC

rect

D:

Feather exercise, Take two pieces of light cardboard about the weight of
a visiting card, place a feather on each. Put one of the cards under the
nostril and the other under the lower lip. Tell,p~~ient to blow the lower
feather ::ind not t ~e upper one. 'lb.is should be practiced until he is able
to keep the upper feather, which is the one ·n r~ont this nose, still,
~nd at t t e same time, the lower feather s moved by the current of the airo
'nrlrd:
Also puffing out the cheeks and keeping them puffed and not all owing the
air to escape through the nose should be practictlci. 1he blowing of soap
bubbles; the blowing of a pa~ shooter; the blowing out of the name of
a candle and practicing whistling are good exercises to train the patient
to allow the air to come out of his mouth instead of his nose.

VOCAL EXERCISES ARE ALSO, IMPORT T:
When the hare-lip has been repaired, there is difficulty with the letters
S,N,M,T,D,F, and V because these requires the raisin of the upper lip.
Even~though there has been no hare-lip, and the defect has been the palate,
there is some spastacity of the lips due to the lack of using them. Protruding the lips in puckered fash"on; raising the right corner of the
upper lip; raising the left corner of the upper lip are all good exercises
for the individual to practice.
Phonetic education shou d be synthet:ic. '!he cMJd sbuuld be taught to
practive.
FIRST:

'lhe labials P and B,
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'nie dentals, T a~d D.

'IHIRD

THE .BAL TALS, K, G, and C

Also combinations of letters should be prafticed as AH, AY, EE, AW,9fl,
and CO. After these sounds have been mastered, the sounds s,z, L, R,F,
and V. should be taught in asjmilar manner.
I would urge you to read these instructions carefully and spend a great
deal of time with your child to try to develop better speech.

Ao O Singleton, M. D.,

Professor ot Surgery
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